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Feature extraction from light-scatter patterns of Listeria
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Abstract. Bacterial contamination by Listeria monocytogenes not
only puts the public at risk, but also is costly for the food-processing
industry. Traditional biochemical methods for pathogen identification
require complicated sample preparation for reliable results. Optical
scattering technology has been used for identification of bacterial
cells in suspension, but with only limited success. Therefore, to im-
prove the efficacy of the identification process using our novel imag-
ing approach, we analyze bacterial colonies grown on solid surfaces.
The work presented here demonstrates an application of computer-
vision and pattern-recognition techniques to classify scatter patterns
formed by Listeria colonies. Bacterial colonies are analyzed with a
laser scatterometer. Features of circular scatter patterns formed by
bacterial colonies illuminated by laser light are characterized using
Zernike moment invariants. Principal component analysis and hierar-
chical clustering are performed on the results of feature extraction.
Classification using linear discriminant analysis, partial least squares,
and neural networks is capable of separating different strains of List-
eria with a low error rate. The demonstrated system is also able to
determine automatically the pathogenicity of bacteria on the basis of
colony scatter patterns. We conclude that the obtained results are
encouraging, and strongly suggest the feasibility of image-based bio-
detection systems. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction
The identification of bacterial pathogens in a rapid and spe-
cific manner is important for applications in biodetection, es-
pecially in reducing food-poisoning incidents or counteracting
bioterrorism. Conventional identification of bacterial patho-
gens usually takes 24 to 48 h following the growth of bacteria
on an agar plate or in a culture broth, owing to the extent of
biochemical or molecular testing required for confirming the
identity of the culture. When time and speed are of vital im-
portance, these methods are not sufficient and should be ac-
companied by rapid prescreening methods, which would pro-
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vide preliminary results immediately. Hence, forward light-
scattering technology was used in the present research as a
novel method for identification of bacterial colonies on agar
plates without the need for sample processing or preparation.
The colonies analyzed were formed by strains belonging to
the genus Listeria, a Gram-positive intracellular pathogen.
This genus is comprised of six species: L. monocytogenes, L.
innocua, L. ivanovii, L. seeligeri, L. welshimeri, and L. grayi.
The pathogenic species are L. monocytogenes �in humans�
and L. ivanovii �in animals�; all the rest are considered
nonpathogenic.1

The scatter patterns obtained from colonies formed by dif-
ferent species and strains of Listeria show noticeable visual
differences. In this study, we describe the development and
1083-3668/2006/11�3�/034006/8/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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Bayraktar et al.: Feature extraction from light-scatter patterns¼
demonstration of an efficient feature extraction system, based
on orthogonal Zernike moments, which is capable of quanti-
fying the differences in bacterial scatterograms. The use of
moments and functions polynomials has previously been as-
sociated with pattern recognition,2,3 image normalization,4

measure of image focus,5 and character recognition in
computer-vision applications.6,7 To the best of our knowledge,
the only successful use of these moments for classification of
biological images is in the area of location proteomics.8–10

The advantages of the quantitative approach in this research
are reproducibility, objectivity, robustness, and reliability of
measurements and analysis. The identification of bacterial
scatterograms was performed via shape analysis implemented
using digital image-processing techniques. The process in-
volved three major steps: image preprocessing �mainly image
enhancement; e.g., adaptive histogram equalization�, feature
extraction utilizing Zernike moments �extraction of “best”
distinguishable/distinctive properties of the objects/patterns�,
and discrimination and classification.

2 Methods and Algorithms
2.1 Bacterial Colony Preparation
The bacterial strains used for this study were L. monocytoge-
nes ATCC19113, L. innocua ATCC33090, L. ivanovii
ATCC11919, L. welshimeri ATCC35897 �obtained from
ATCC, Manassas, Virginia�, L. grayi LM89, L. grayi LM37,
L. ivanovii V12, L. ivanovii V199 �obtained from VICAM,
Watertown, Massachusetts�, L. monocytogenes F4393, L. in-
nocua F4248 �obtained from USDHHS Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Atlanta, Georgia�, L. monocytogenes
LCDC81-861, L. innocua C3-3�L�, L. ivanovii LA29, L.
welshimeri 105�2� to 2�L� �obtained from United States De-
partment of Agriculture �USDA� Agricultural Research Ser-
vice, Washington, DC�, L. monocytogenes GG8, L. seeligeri
LA15, L. seeligeri SE31 �obtained from Purdue Department
of Food Science culture collection�, and L. innocua
NCTC11288 �obtained from Dr. T. Chakraborty, University of
Giessen, Germany�. The bacterial cultures were serially di-
luted in sterile 20-mM phosphate buffered saline �PBS�, pH
7.4, so that the dilutions would produce about 30 to 50 colo-
nies per plate. The dilutions were evenly distributed on the
surface of brain heart infusion �BHI� agar plates in duplicate
and were incubated at 37°C for 18 to 36 h or until the colony
reached 1.8 to 2 mm in diameter. The thickness of the colony
�along the optical axis� was measured from the surface profile
data obtained by a laser triangulation probe �Microtrak II La-
ser Displacement Sensor System, MTI Instruments Incorpo-
rated, Albany, New York�, and was typically around 0.3 to
0.4 mm.

2.2 Laser Scatterometer
The scatterometer system was built on an optical breadboard
for precise and stable positioning of the optical components.
The system included the following major components: a laser
diode of 635-nm wavelength �1-mW power�; an x-z moving
stage holding the laser; a Petri-dish holder; a detection screen;
and a digital camera �Fig. 1�. The laser, the Petri-dish holder,
and the detection screen were placed sequentially on the op-
tical path �y axis� of the laser beam. The distance from the

laser to the Petri-dish holder was 100 mm, and the distance
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from the Petri-dish holder to the detecting plane was 280 mm.
The laser generated a collimated beam of light on the order of
1 mm in diameter �at the 1/e2 irradiance points� that was
directed through the center of the bacterial colony, and
through the substrate of bacterial agar medium. A portion of
the incident light was backscattered from the substrate inter-
faces and from the bacterial colony, and some was absorbed
by the colony. A fraction of the laser beam was also transmit-
ted unscattered through the substrate and through the bacterial
colony. Finally, another portion of the incident beam was scat-
tered by the colony in the forward direction �at relatively
small angles to the transmitted laser beam�. The forward-
scattered light and the transmitted light formed the scatter
patterns on the detection screen �8�10-in. white board�. A
digital camera located in the same plane as the Petri-dish
holder imaged the scatter patterns.

2.3 Moment Invariants as Features
Features represent scalar properties of imaged objects. In
many cases, a small number of features are not sufficient for
capturing enough information about an object. Features like
area, perimeter, compactness, and Fourier descriptors11 are too
simplistic with their limitations �e.g., requirement of clear and
closed boundaries�, especially for many biological images,
and therefore more complex features �e.g., geometric and
Zernike moment invariants� found usage ranging from char-
acter and face recognition in computer vision to image
registration.2,7,12–19 In general, moment invariants are tools to
quantify the boundary and content characteristics �e.g., shape,
pattern� in an image �and hence an object�. Desirable proper-
ties of moment invariants are orthogonality �orthogonal fea-
tures will have less redundancy of the image content�, low
sensitivity to noise �the lower the order of moment, the less
sensitive the moment is to noise�, low computation complex-
ity �the calculation of features should be efficient enough for
real-time applications�, good retrieval accuracy �moments can
be used to reconstruct the original image�, high information
content �more information exists about the fine details of an

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the laser scatterometer used to per-
form analysis of bacterial colonies. �a� 635-nm diode laser, �b� Petri
dish containing bacterial colonies, �c� CCD camera, �d� Petri-dish
holder, and �e� detection screen.
image in higher-order moments�, and invariance under photo-
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metric �intensity changes� and geometric transformations
�e.g., affine transformation, which includes scaling, rotation,
translation, etc.�.

Appropriate selection of various features to be used for
object recognition is one of the key factors in the overall
success or failure of the identification and differentiation pro-
cesses. Selection among features encompasses tradeoffs be-
tween their desired properties. For example, a higher order of
moment invariant provides more sensitivity but also makes
the features more susceptible to noise. Therefore, feature re-
duction can be performed to select the most distinctive fea-
tures. Feature reduction can be divided into two categories:
feature selection, in which features carrying the most infor-
mation are picked out through some selection scheme, and
feature recombination, in which some features are combined
�e.g., with different weights� into a new �independent� feature.

2.4 Zernike Moments and Zernike Moment
Invariants

For a 2-D continuous function f�x ,y�, moments have the gen-
eral form

Mpq =� � f�x,y�hpq�x,y�dxdy ,

where hpq�x ,y� is a polynomial in x and y with powers p and
q, respectively. Zernike moments are represented by a set of
complex polynomials, which form a complete orthogonal set
over the interior of a circle �i.e., x2+y2=1�: Vnm�x ,y�
=Vnm�r ,��=Rnm�r�exp�jm��, where r is the length of a vec-
tor from the origin to an �x ,y� pixel, � is the angle between
vector r and the x axis in the counterclockwise direction, n is
a non-negative integer, �m� is less than or equal to n subject to
the constraint that n-�m� be an even number, and Rnm�r� is the
radial polynomial:

Rnm�r� = �
s=0

�n-�m��/2
�− 1�s�n − s�!

s ! � �n + �m��
2

− s� ! � �n − �m��
2

− s�!

rn−2s.

Note that Rn,−m�r�=Rn,m�r�. These polynomials are orthogo-
nal and satisfy �in 1–D�

�
0

1

Rnm�r�Rn�m�r�rdr =
1

2�n + 1�
�nn�

with �nn� = �1 n = n�

0 otherwise
	 .

Hence �asterisk * indicates conjugate of a complex number�

in 2–D,
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� �
x2+y2�1


Vnm�x,y��*Vn�m�
�x,y�dxdy =

�

n + 1
�nn�

�mm�

with �nn�
= �1 n = n�

0 otherwise
	 .

A Zernike moment12–15,19 of order n with repetition m for a
continuous image function f�x ,y� that vanishes outside the
unit circle is defined by

Znm =
n + 1

�
� � f�x,y�Vnm

* �r,��dxdy .

For a digital image, the integrals are replaced by summations:

Znm =
n + 1

�
�

x
�

y

f�x,y�Vnm
* �r,��, x2 + y2 � 1.

Examples of 2-D Zernike radial polynomials are plotted in
Fig. 2. Zernike moments are the projections of the image
function onto these orthogonal basis functions. Therefore, if
an image has intensity values that are well correlated with the
intensity values of one of these polynomials with a specific n
and m, the corresponding Zernike moment value is maxi-
mized and the distinctive power of this specific Zernike mo-
ment invariant reaches its peak.

Application of Zernike moments to the analysis of bacte-
rial scatterograms requires rotational invariance, i.e., their val-
ues should not change when arbitrary rotations are applied to
the analyzed shapes. Consider a rotation of an image through
an angle �. If the rotated image is denoted by f�, the relation-
ship between the original and rotated images in the same polar
coordinates is f��r ,��= f�r ,�−��. The Zernike moment ex-
pression can be mapped from the xy plane into polar coordi-

12

Fig. 2 Graphical representation of radial Zernike polynomials Zn,m in
2-D �image size 128�128 pixels�, and their magnitudes: �a� real part
Z10,6; �b� imaginary part Z10,6; �c� magnitude Z10,6; �d� real part Z13,5;
�e� imaginary part Z13,5; and �f� magnitude Z13,5. The larger the
n- �m� difference, the more oscillations are present in the shape. Fea-
tures used in this study are the magnitudes of Zernike polynomials.
One may note that the values of the magnitudes do not change when
arbitrary rotations are applied.
nates by changing the variables in the double integral as
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� � ��x,y�dxdy =� � �
p�r,��,q�r,���
��x,y�
��r,��

drd� ,

where ��x ,y� /��r ,�� denotes the Jacobian of the transforma-
tion and is the determinant of the matrix.12

��x,y�
��r,��

= �
�x

�r

�x

��

�y

�r

�y

��
 .

Here, where x=r cos � and y=r sin �, the Jacobian becomes
r. Hence,

Znm =
n + 1

�
�

0

2� �
0

1

f�r,��Vnm
* �r,��rdrd�

=
n + 1

�
�

0

2� �
0

1

f�r,��Rnm�r�exp�− jm��rdrd� .

The Zernike moment of the rotated image in the same coor-
dinates is

Znm� =
n + 1

�
�

0

2� �
0

1

f�r,� − ��Rnm�r�exp�− jm��rdrd� .

By a change of variable �1=�−�,

Znm� =
n + 1

�
�

0

2� �
0

1

f�r,�1�Rnm�r�exp
− jm��1 + ���rdrd�1

= �n + 1

�
�

0

2� �
0

1

f�r,�1�Rnm�r�exp�− jm�1�rdrd�1�
�exp�− jm�� = Znme−jm�.

This analysis shows that under rotation, the argument �orien-
tation angle� of the Zernike moments changes but their mag-
nitude remains unchanged. Therefore, the magnitudes of
Zernike moments �Znm� can be used as invariant features.
When n is set to an even number, the total number of Zernike
moment invariants �with 0 or positive m� up to n’th order is
�n2+4n� /4. To compute the Zernike moments of a given im-
age, the center of the image is taken as the origin, and pixel
coordinates are mapped to the range of the unit circle. Those
pixels falling outside the unit circle are not used. An alterna-
tive method of calculating Zernike moments is to use a
square-to-circular image transformation.15 Both methods—the
unit circle, and the square-to-circular image transformation—
were used for Zernike moment calculations presented in this
work.

3 Implementation and Results
3.1 Image Collection and Processing
Bacterial colonies with a diameter of approximately 1.8 to
1.9 mm and a thickness of around 0.3 to 0.4 mm �measured
along the optical axis� were analyzed using the laser scatter-
ometer. To provide a quantitative and reproducible math-

ematical description of the patterns, resulting in capability of
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discrimination and classification, Zernike moment invariants
were used. The circular and mostly symmetric shapes of the
observed scatterograms suggested the choice of Zernike mo-
ment invariants over other types of moments and their invari-
ants �e.g., Legendre�.

Briefly, the original images �640�480 pixels� were
cropped to 300�300 pixels by keeping the center of the cir-
cularly shaped scatter patterns in the geometric center of the
image and selecting a 300�300 rectangle around it. The cen-
tering of the patterns was necessary, since Zernike moments
in the form utilized for the purpose of this project were not
translation invariant. The automated centering process used
zero- and first-order geometric moments for finding the cen-
troid of the pattern. After adaptive histogram equalization
�adapthisteq function in Matlab� was performed on the
cropped grayscale images of the scatter patterns, Zernike mo-
ment invariants of up to 20th order were calculated. The re-
sultant 120 features describing each image were used as in-
puts for the analysis procedure. The order of Zernike moment-
based features was high enough to include not only low-
frequency shape information, but also high-frequency features
�details� of the light-scatter patterns. Feature reduction via
linear discriminant analysis �LDA� and principal component
analysis �PCA� was performed to plot the data in 2-D and
visualize clusters, representing different bacterial colonies.
After the calculation of principal components, hierarchical
clustering was performed to verify the feasibility of auto-
mated discrimination of bacterial species and strains. Simple
classification was performed using linear discriminant analy-
sis �LDA�, partial least squares �PLS�, and neural networks
�NNs�.20 Feature reduction, clustering, classification, and plot-
ting were executed using JMP Statistical Discovery software
�SAS Institute Incorporated, Cary, North Carolina�.

3.2 Results
Approximately 2000 scatter patterns were collected for the
present study. In general, scatter patterns of bacterial colonies
were point symmetric and composed of a number of diffrac-
tion rings. The point-symmetric characteristic was expected,
since the bacterial colonies analyzed were symmetric �dome
shaped� and the incident laser beam was pointed at the centers
of the colonies. In the majority of scatterograms, a spot at the
center of the pattern was observed. However, this spot was
absent in some strains, or appeared diffuse in some others.
The size and sharpness of the central spot varied in scattero-
grams obtained from different strains. Typically, at least one
ring surrounding the central spot was observed; for some
strains there were two, three, or more rings. The size, thick-
ness, sharpness, and intensity of the ring�s� varied. A diffuse
pattern around the innermost ring was observed in some scat-
terograms. In some other images, radial spokes were present
outside the innermost ring. The intensity of the whole scatter
pattern also varied from strain to strain. Representative im-
ages of some analyzed strains are shown in Fig. 3.

For the purpose of this work, three sets of Zernike
moment-based features extracted from the bacterial scattero-
grams were analyzed. In the initial analysis, a single strain of
bacteria was chosen to represent the species. From the avail-
able images of that strain, 9 to 20 measurements were selected

at random. 120 feature vectors were extracted from each of
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these images. Using the first five principal components of the
feature vectors, we were able to separate each of the species
�L. monocytogenes, L. innocua, L. ivanovii, L. grayi, L.
seeligeri, and L. welshimeri� by performing hierarchical clus-
tering using Ward’s distance �Fig. 4�. One may note that al-
though L. monocytogenes and L. innocua are known to be
phylogenetically related,21 the scatterograms produced by
colonies of the two strains of L. monocytogenes and L. in-
nocua used in this experiment were clearly distinguishable on
the PCA plot �Fig. 5�.

To explore further the possibility of discriminating among
closely related species, we analyzed a more complex set of
data �68 observations� containing three different strains of L.
monocytogenes and three different strains of L. innocua. The
hierarchical clustering separated the analyzed strains modestly
well, although some errors were noted �Figs. 6 and 7�. Obser-
vations of L. innocua ATCC33090 and L. innocua C3-3�L�
were assigned to the same cluster. Most importantly, some
scatterograms of L. innocua C3-3�L� �a nonpathogenic strain
of Listeria� were assigned to the cluster containing L. mono-
cytogenes GG8 �a pathogenic strain�. In the next and last step,
a simple classification task was attempted. 12 batches of
samples for each of 15 different strains 
L. monocytogenes
ATCC19113, L. monocytogenes F4393, L. monocytogenes
LCDC81-861, L. grayi LM37, L. grayi LM89, L. seeligeri
LA15, L. seeligeri SE31, L. innocua NCTC 11288, L. innocua
C3-3�L�, L. innocua F4248, L. ivanovii ATCC11919, L.
ivanovii LA29, L. ivanovii V12, L. welshimeri 105�2�-2�L�,
and L. welshimeri ATCC35897� were randomly chosen, form-
ing a 180-observation set. Our training/testing method in-
volved using 165 observations as a training set and the re-
maining 15 observations as a test set. 12 different
combinations of the training set and test set were utilized. The
dataset was divided into three categories representing non-
pathogenic Listeria, bacteria potentially pathogenic to humans
�three strains of L. monocytogenes�, and bacteria potentially

Fig. 3 Representative images of scatterograms produced by six differ-
ent Listeria strains from six species ��a� L. grayi LM37, �b� L. innocua
C3-3�L�, �c� L. ivanovii V12, �d� L. monocytogenes GG8, �e� L.
seeligeri SE21, and �f� L. welshimeri 105�2�-2L�. The pathogenic spe-
cies are L. monocytogenes �in humans� and L. ivanovii �in animals�;
all the rest are considered nonpathogenic. L. monocytogenes and L.
innocua are known to be closely related phylogenetically, and the
scatterograms produced by these two bacterial species are indeed the
most similar visually.
pathogenic to animals �three strains of L. ivanovii�. Classifi-
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Fig. 4 Hierarchical clustering of bacterial scatter patterns represented
on a dendrogram. The vertical axis is made up of the first five princi-
pal components describing bacterial statterograms, and the horizontal
axis represents the clusters formed at each step of the clustering pro-
cedure. Links �similarities� between objects are shown as U-shaped
lines, where the length of the U arms corresponds to the distance. The
clustering was performed using Ward’s method, where objects and
clusters are merged when the increase in within-group variance was
less than it would have been if any of the two linked clusters were
joined with other existing clusters. Symbols represent six different
strains of Listeria belonging to six species: � L. grayi LM37, � L.
seeligeri LA15, � L. welshimeri ATCC35897, � L. monocytogenes
ATCC19113, + L. innocua F4248, � L. ivanovii V199. Numbers rep-
resent identified clusters of patterns. Note that identified clusters co-
incide with the groups of colonies from different strains.
May/June 2006 � Vol. 11�3�5
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cations based on LDA, PLS, and standard �not backpropa-
gated� NNs with three hidden nodes were performed in the
environment of the JMP 5.1 package.

For the purpose of classifying observations by PLS and
NNs, a dummy matrix in which each element is either zero or
one, depending on the pathogenicity of the sample, encoded
the information about the bacteria. The dummy matrix can be
interpreted as a pseudo-probability matrix representing the
probability that a scatterogram identifies a colony that belongs
to a particular class. Regression vectors generated from train-
ing spectra were used to predict the pseudo-probabilities as-
sociated with a given test sample. As with a real probability,
the sum of the pseudo-probability scores for all of the possible
classes is equal to one. However, unlike true probabilities,
individual pseudo-probability scores may be either larger than
one or smaller than zero.22 The results of the classification are
summarized in Table 1.

The example presented in Fig. 8 shows 30 scatter patterns
classified using the NNs system via the procedure described
before. The classified patterns are shown as crosses, while the
patterns belonging to the training set are shown as filled
squares. 84% of patterns are correctly classified in the ex-
ample presented. Misclassified patterns are shown as filled
circles.

4 Discussion and Future Work
The Zernike moment-based feature extraction tool provided
up to 120 features for every scatterogram collected. Use of
these features either directly or after dimensionality reduction
via PCA allowed discrimination and classification of bacterial
colonies forming the scatter patterns. Patterns produced by
strains belonging to different species of Listeria were easily
distinguished by a hierarchical clustering method, as demon-
strated in Fig. 4. Discrimination of patterns in a mixture of
observations belonging to L. innocua and L. monocytogenes
posed a much more difficult problem, as indicated by only a

Fig. 5 Scatter pattern of six strains of Listeria visualized in principal
components plot. Symbols represent the same six strains of Listeria as
in Fig. 4. Cluster numbers represent sets of patterns identified using
the hierarchical clustering method.
modest discrimination success achieved by hierarchical clus-
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Fig. 6 Hierarchical clustering of scatter patterns produced by bacteria
belonging to L. innocua and L. monocytogenes species. Symbols rep-
resent six different strains of Listeria: � L. innocua ATCC33090, � L.
monocytogenes ATCC19113, � L. monocytogenes GG8, � L. mono-
cytogenes F4393, + L. innocua C3-3�L�, � L. innocua F4248. Num-
bers represent identified clusters of patterns. Note that some patterns
May/June 2006 � Vol. 11�3�6
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tering �Fig. 6�. This is not surprising, since phylogenetic stud-
ies have shown that L. monocytogenes and L. innocua are
closely related.23 To confirm whether features extracted from
scatterograms could be employed for more complex purposes,
such as automated pattern recognition, a simple classification
procedure using three classes �nonpathogen, human pathogen,
and animal pathogen� was performed. Classification success

Fig. 7 Principal components plot illustrating hierarchical clustering of
scatter patterns produced by colonies of the same six strains of Listeria
as in Fig. 6.

Table 1 Classification rates for human-pathogenic, animal-
pathogenic, and nonpathogenic Listeria strains. Classification results
of different methods using 180 images from 15 different Listeria
strains.

Classified as

Imaged
scatterogram

Human
pathogen

Animal
pathogen Nonpathogenic

Classified by PLS

Human pathogen 66.67% 2.78% 30.56%

Animal pathogen 0.00% 94.44% 5.56%

Nonpathogenic 0.93% 0.93% 98.15%

Classified by NNs

Human pathogen 75.00% 5.56% 19.44%

Animal pathogen 8.33% 88.89% 2.78%

Nonpathogenic 9.26% 3.70% 87.04%

Classified by LDA

Human pathogen 66.67% 8.33% 25.00%

Animal pathogen 11.11% 77.78% 11.11%

Nonpathogenic 15.74% 5.56% 78.70%
Journal of Biomedical Optics 034006-
varied greatly and depended on the method used. Although
98% of nonpathogenic species were correctly classified with
the PLS-based approach, as many as one third �33%� of
pathogenic colonies were misclassified. NNs-based classifica-
tion gave better results, correctly classifying 75% of human
pathogens and 88% of animal pathogens. It is important to
note that the classification tools used were relatively simple
�LDA, PLS, not-backpropagated NNs�, and there was no ad-
ditional penalty for false negatives �i.e., classifying patho-
genic strain as a nonpathogenic�.

On the basis of the performed clustering and classification,
Zernike moment-based features extraction applied to the
problem of bacterial scatterograms represents a promising ap-
proach to identification of colony-forming bacterial patho-
gens. The most important problem faced during the analysis
was the “curse of dimensionality” resulting from the large
number of features and low number of observations �scattero-
grams� per strain. This is the reason that for the purposes of
classification, bacterial scatterograms were divided into just
three categories, and prediction of actual strain on the basis of
an observed scatterogram was not attempted at this point. The
limited success of classification might have arisen from two
fundamental limitations in the design of orthogonal Zernike
moments: 1. the discrete approximation of the continuous in-
tegrals �i.e., scatterograms are discrete images and therefore
the analyses must be done using discretized orthogonal
moments18,19�, and 2. the transformation of the Cartesian scat-
terogram coordinate system into the domain of the radial
polynomials.16,19,24 The discrete approximation of integrals af-
fected the analytical properties that the moment functions
were intended to satisfy, such as invariance and orthogonality.

Fig. 8 An example of bacterial pattern classification using a neural
networks approach. 30 scatter patterns belonging to 15 different
strains representing three groups of bacteria �pathogenic for humans
�black, top-right corner of the plot�, for animals �dark gray, left side of
the plot�, and nonpathogenic �light gray, bottom-right corner of the
plot�� were classified. The data points are visualized in a canonical
plot. The classified patterns are shown as crosses, while the patterns
belonging to the training set are shown as filled squares. 84% of pat-
terns are classified correctly in the example presented. Misclassified
patterns are shown as filled circles.
The coordinate-space normalization increased the computa-
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tional complexity. Discrete orthogonal moments �formed from
discrete orthogonal polynomials as basis functions� may
eliminate the need for numerical approximations and will ex-
actly satisfy the orthogonality property in the image coordi-
nate space. In contrast to Zernike moments, inherently or-
thogonal and discrete radial Chebyshev moments,24 based on
discrete radial Chebyshev polynomials, eliminate the discreti-
zation errors. Radial Chebyshev moments are also rotation
invariant and can be viewed as discrete counterparts of
Zernike moments. Therefore, the application of Chebyshev
moments may improve the overall performance of analysis.
The authors are currently designing a new pattern classifica-
tion system utilizing the capabilities of radial Chebyshev mo-
ment invariants. Improvement in feature extraction may result
in a method capable of fast quantitative characterization of
bacterial colonies not only for purposes of biodetection, but
also to provide information about changes in bacterial colo-
nies over time or as the result of exposure to various environ-
mental factors. We are currently modifying the new setup and
developing an improved version of the pattern recognition
system to eliminate some of the shortcomings and problems
encountered in this research.

5 Conclusions
This study explores analysis of scatter patterns produced by
colonies of different Listeria species and strains when irradi-
ated with red laser light. The interaction between the laser
beam and the bacterial colony occurs at multiple length
scales. At the microscopic end there is scattering by individual
bacteria, and at the larger end there is a macroscale lens-like
refraction of the beam by the curved free surface of the
colony. The nominal 1-mm beam diameter of the diode laser
happens to be convenient, since no focusing optics is required
and the topography illuminated by the beam allows substan-
tial discrimination among the bacteria we studied. While we
have not yet carefully explored the lower limit of beam size,
we are convinced that smaller beam sizes could provide simi-
lar sensitivity and should be explored. Smaller beam sizes
imply that smaller regions of the colonies are required, which
in turn means that shorter incubation times would be possible.

The presented method offers a novel, unique approach to
the problem of differentiating bacterial colonies by using mo-
ment invariants to describe the scatter patterns. Although the
complexity of calculating moment invariants for large images
is high, given the speed of current computers it is not prohibi-
tive. Moment invariants are robust, and their use has been
successfully demonstrated in a number of computer-vision ap-
plications. Taking into consideration the fact that providing
precise taxonomy of bacterial patterns would not be required
during rapid prescreening, we can conclude that the results
obtained for automated determination of pathogenicity are en-
couraging and strongly suggest the feasibility of image-based
biodetection systems.
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